THE INFLATION YOU'LL BE GLAD ABOUT.

So you're unhappy about the way everything is going up these days? Well, here's a rising sign you'll like hearing about. In the past year, there's been an increase in the number of biochemical products you can get from Miles. Not just old familiar products, but exciting new ones like: L-Fucose dehydrogenase, Reagents for the detection of ANA antibodies, Hae Restriction nucleases, Polyacrylic hydrazide agarose. In fact, we have so many new products, we had to make a new catalog to put them all in. It's literally bulging with our complete line of biochemicals, old and new. And each product listing is followed by a referenced summary of how it was made and assayed. One of these books is waiting now for your request. Send for it now, before inflation forces us to print our next catalog.
As the leading manufacturer of radiochemicals, NEN has come to know a good deal about the problems you face in liquid scintillation counting. So much so that in the last ten years we have developed the industry's most complete line of liquid scintillation chemicals, with over 30 products stocked worldwide. They include our AQUASOL® Cocktails—the world's most referenced scintillators, and BIOFLUOR™—the highest efficiency product for aqueous tritium counting.

Our commitment goes beyond making products. We provide worldwide LSC technical expertise through field representatives trained to assist you in the selection of scintillation chemicals tailored to your needs. And they're supported by the industry's only LSC Applications Laboratory. Write for complete information.
An uncluttered description of more than 2000 authentic research biochemicals

The publication in your hand contains current technical information of vital importance to your professional research. So does the Calbiochem catalog. Our editors strive to be informative, entertaining and brief in their uncluttered description of more than 2000 authentic research biochemicals. Calbiochem's publications and products are available from offices and 50 local agents throughout the world. If you want a free subscription to our publications, send your name and professional address to Ms. H. Gone, c/o Calbiochem, P.O. Box 12087, San Diego, California 92112. Ask for our current catalog.

BAUSCH & LOMB

StereoZoom 7

...offers the largest selection of accessories to meet your individual needs.

Here's all the accessories... you asked for including 3 different eyepieces, 5 supplementary lenses, 8 stands and 6 illuminators. In addition, there are three separate camera formats and you can choose from a large array of photomicrographic "extras" for that professional touch... that's 25 accessories in all!

All this, plus high resolution (at least 300 lines/mm at 70X) and optimum lens design for crisp, flat field viewing over the entire range. Zooming is fast and continuously in focus from 1X to 7X while maintaining a constant working distance.

Find out more about the Bausch & Lomb StereoZoom 7. Write for free catalog and demonstration.
The Gilson Micro-Fractionator:

Compact quality you can carry with one hand—and it doesn’t cost you an arm and a leg.

MODEL FC-80
FOR LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY
—drop counting or time-actuated fraction collector. Single-unit collector, with base, drop detector, timer and electronic digital counter. Includes two test tube racks. Holds 80 glass test tubes—13 x 100 mm (9 ml). Size: 29 x 15 cm (11 1/2 x 6 in.)

If you need to collect in larger test tubes, the Model FC-100 holds 100 test tubes, 18 x 150 mm.

MODEL FC-80
An electronic digital counter indicates elapsed number of drops or elapsed time per tube

Write or phone
U.S.A. MANUFACTURING PLANT:
GILSON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
P.O. BOX 27, MIDDLETON, WIS. 53562
Telephone 608/836-1551 • TELEX 26-5478

EUROPEAN MANUFACTURING PLANT:
GILSON MEDICAL ELECTRONICS (FRANCE) S.A.
69, 72 rue Gambetta
VILLIERS-LE-BEL 95400 • ARNOUVILLE-LES-GONESSE, FRANCE
Telephone 990 54-41
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Circle No. 265 on Readers’ Service Card
Choose Oxford® DIFFU-GEN™ Systems for your immunology needs.

Benefit two ways.

1. Unexcelled quality and flexibility.
   - Complete line of regular and low level plates for single radial immunodiffusion. "Measured time" or maximal diffusion. Lot-specific, pre-calibrated reference tables with all plates.
   - Antisera for all techniques.

2. Individual attention.
   - Call or write Dr. Richard Davis today, to order or to answer your specific questions.

800-227-0276 toll-free.
From California and Canada, call (415) 573-1343 collect.

Authorized Oxford® DIFFU-GEN distributors:
Scientific Products
Fisher Scientific Company
Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc.

In Canada:
Canadian Laboratory Supply, Ltd.
Fisher Scientific Company, Ltd.

OXFORD LABORATORIES
Subsidiary of G. D. Searle & Co.
Foster City, California 94404
Circle No. 347 on Readers’ Service Card
Please complete this application and mail (in duplicate) to the Director.

DO NOT SEND DEPOSIT WITH THIS APPLICATION

Conference on ____________________________________________ Date: __________________

(Name of Conference — Please Print) Location ____________________________________________

Name: (Please Print) ________________________________________

Organization: ______________________________________________

Business Address: __________________________________________

(inc. dept., street & no.) ________________________________________

City and State: ____________________________________________ Zip Code _________________

Accommodations at the Host site are requested for:

☐ Applicant       ☐ Wife Husband

(Children must be at least 12 years of age.) State name and age of each child requiring accommodations.

☐ Child

IMPORTANT

Indicate your particular activities which justify favorable consideration of you as a participant in and contributor to this Conference. (Not required of speakers.) Applications are referred to the Conference Committee for review in accordance with the established regulations, and this information is essential.

Please return to:

Dr. Alexander M. Cruickshank, Director
Gordon Research Conferences
Pastore Chemical Laboratory
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881

Tel: (401) 783-4011

Office — Summer Schedule

Colby-Sawyer College
New London, N. H. 03257

(603) 526-2870

The recording of lectures by tapes, etc. and the photography of slide material are prohibited. Printed reference to Gordon Research Conference papers and discussion is not permitted. Authors are requested to omit references to the Conference in any publication. Guests are not permitted to attend the conference lectures and discussion sessions. Each member of the Conference agrees to these regulations when registration is accepted.

Signature ____________________________ Date ______________________________

Telephone: Business _________________ Home _________________